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NATO In Death Throes, while the UN COP25 Declare War on 
the Only Means for Survival – LaRouche’s Four Powers 

The crumbling NATO alliance showed its true colors        
over the past two days in London. The closing press          
conference of the heads of state was cancelled when         
President Trump said he would not attend.       
Knowledgeable sources in the UK report that Macron left         
the meeting enraged. The heads of state spent most of the           
time attacking each other, while Secretary General Jens        
Stoltenberg issued a “final communique” which tried to        
cover up the disintegration with platitudes, while blaming        
Russia for the breakdown in dialogue with NATO, and         
warned, for the first time, that China’s rise must be          
countered by a united NATO. 

The only important action to come out of the meetings          
was President Trump’s declaration that he and the        
American people firmly support establishing friendly      
relations with Russia, and that he supported the efforts of          
Presidents Zelensky and Putin to resolve the crisis in         
Ukraine. This statement was carried in the Wednesday EIR         
Alert Service, but a search of the internet today shows that           
the only other location to find this historic assertion was          
the White House transcript of the press conference where         
Trump said it. The American people are subject to a level           
of censorship that cannot be overstated. This is further         
demonstrated by the fact that the social media platforms         
are taking down any report including the name of the fake           
whistle blower who was put up to launch the current          
“phase three” of the attempted coup against the President         
of the United States, even though there is no law giving           
whistle blowers assured anonymity. 

In Spain, where the satanic COP25 (UN Convention on         
Climate Change) is taking place, Secretary-General of the        
UN António Guterres told the opening ceremony that there         
must be no new coal power plants in the world, and that            
existing plants must be quickly closed — a prescription for          
genocide in Africa and elsewhere. But, what he said next          
captures both the insanity and the extreme danger of the          
ruling elite: “I’m convinced that Europe will be in a          
position to negotiate with China, with India, with the         
United States, with Russia in a way that will allow all to            
understand that this must be a collective effort and that          
they all will have to correct their policies in order to be            
able to drastically reduce the emissions.” 

This is a declaration of economic warfare against the         
very world powers which Lyndon LaRouche identified as        
the minimum necessary combination, the “Four Powers,”       
capable of replacing the bankrupt British Empire, and to         
launch the necessary new credit system required to fuel a          
global economic transformation, in the spirit of the New         
Silk Road. Guterres is essentially declaring that the        
“international community” (their euphemism for the dying       
British Empire) will go to war to prevent these four great           

nations and cultures from leading the world out of the          
current road to Hell, and to create a world which restores           
the dignity of Mankind. 

The current acting Prime Minister of Spain, Pedro        
Sanchez, told the COP25 that “only a handful of fanatics          
deny the evidence” of catastrophic climate change       
threatening civilization. Meanwhile, a large number of       
these “fanatics” — in fact some of the leading scientists in           
the world — were meeting in Madrid to counter the actual           
fanatics at COP25. William Happer, the renowned       
physicist who once headed the Princeton physics       
department and now promotes the CO₂ Coalition, told the         
gathered scientists that COP25 was a “cult” meeting, not a          
scientific forum. 

“We have a climate crusade,” he said. “This is not          
science, this is religion. Crusades have a bad way of          
ending. Typically many, many people are hurt, no good is          
done, a few cynical opportunists profit and most people         
pay the price, and the same thing will happen with the           
climate crusade if we permit it to go forward, and I pray            
that we can stop it before it does too much damage.” 

The US Congress, meanwhile, is hell-bent on       
sabotaging President Trump’s intention to forge world       
peace and development together with Russia and China.        
After passing the provocative Hong Kong Human Rights        
and Democracy Act last week, openly aligning the US         
Congress with the violent Jacobin gangs burning down the         
city and killing those in their way, the House on Tuesday           
passed the Uyghur Human Rights Policy Act, demanding        
that Trump name, for sanctions, Chinese leaders       
responsible for the camps in Xinjiang, which are providing         
a year of vocational training and education to the youth          
who are otherwise being subjected to terrorist       
propaganda. These are the same Members of Congress,        
voting 407-1, who dealt with the terrorist threats to the          
US in a very different manner than education — i.e.,          
bombing several nations back to the stone age, killing         
millions and driving millions more into refugee camps.        
The education method works — there have been no         
terrorist incidents in China in three years, and the Xinjiang          
economy is growing rapidly — while the “bomb and kill”          
method does not, as witnessed by the chaos in Iraq and           
Libya. 

Stopping the coup against the President; ending the        
endless wars; restoring peace through development;      
restoring Hamiltonian credit and banking policies; and       
establishing a new Bretton Woods financial system: these        
are all one process, as LaRouche demonstrated through        
his statecraft. Now is the moment of truth for our          
civilization. 
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